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Continuum Mechanics Description of Plastic Flow Produced by

Micro-Shear Bands

R. B. Pecherski

Physical motivation and continuum mechanics description of micro-shear banding eflects are presented.

Constitutive description ofplasticflow accounting for micro-shear bands is given and a new method of nume-

rical identification ofthe model is proposed.

1 Introduction

Experimental observations reveal that at the advanced stage of ductile fracture, while void coalescence takes

place, the behaviour of the ligaments between the voids is controlled by the formation of micro-shear bands.

Also in heavily deformed metals, in particular under highly constrained conditions which can appear in techno-

logical shaping operations, a multiscale hierarchy of shear banding occurs. The new mechanism of deformation

replaces crystallographic multiple slip and twinning also at small strains, if they are preceded by the alteration

of the scheme of straining. The change of deformation mode contributes to the development of strain induced

anisotropy and modifies material properties. Therefore, continuum mechanics description of micro-shear ban-

ding is important for adequate constitutive modelling of inelastic strain and damage processes in metallic so—

lids. Formulation of a complete theory based on the precise micro-to-macro transition remains an open and

challenging question. An attempt to tackle the averaging procedure over the representative volume element

(RVE) with micro-shear bands was presented earlier in Pecherski (1997), where the macroscopic measures of

the rate of plastic deformation and plastic spin, necessary to formulate the constitutive description, were deri—

ved. Phenomenological model of plastic flow accounting for the effects of micro—shear bands, based on the

double surface plasticity theory, was proposed by Pecherski (1998).

The aim of the paper is to formulate the approximate model with one limit surface and to study the possibilities

of certain simplifications in relation to the experimental results presented recently in the literature. The simpli-

fied model shows that the contribution of active micro—shear bands with their characteristic geometric pattern

transmitted to the macroscopic level, produce the non-coaxiality between principal directions of stress and rate

of plastic deformations. The relation for plastic spin appears in a natural way as an effect of this non-coaxiality.

It appears that depending on the contribution of the mechanisms involved in plastic flow, a fully active range,

separated from the elastic range by a truly nonlinear zone called the partially active range, may exist. The idea

of multiple potential surfaces forming a vertex on the smooth external surface is applied here to connect the

fully active range and the partially active range with the definite geometric pattern of micro-shear bands. This

leads to the new form of the hypoelastic version of J2 deformation theory accounting for the effects of micro-

shear banding. Consideration of the partially active range enables proper description of the unloading process.

The preliminary results of the numerical identification of the model based on the available experimental data of

Anand et a1. (1992, 1994) are also presented.

2 Physical Motivation

The term micro—shear band is understood as a long and very thin (of order 0.1 pm) sheet-like region of concen-

trated plastic shear, crossing grain boundaries without deviation and forming a definite pattern in relation to

the principal directions of strain. The experimental information about mechanical behaviour and related

structural features is reviewed, e.g. in Hatherly and Malin (1984), Korbel (1992) and Pecherski (1991, 1992),

where comprehensive lists of references are given. The metallographic observations reveal the hierarchy of

plastic slip processes: from coplanar dislocation groups moving collectively along active slip systems, through

slip lammellae and slip bands to coarse slip bands, which may further transform into transgranular micro-shear

bands and form clusters of micro-shear bands of the thickness of the order of 10 to 100 pm. The clusters of

micro—shear bands, produced for instance in rolling, form the planar structures, which are usually inclined by

an angle (p of about i 35° to the rolling plane and are orthogonal to the specimen lateral face. There can be,
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however, considerable deviations from this value within the 15° to 50° range. It is worth stressing that the

problem of specifying the angle is complicated by the difficulty of distinguishing the most recently formed

micro-shear bands from those that were formed earlier and subsequently rotated with the material towards the

rolling plane. This is related to the important observation, stressed in Hatherly and Malin (1984), that a par-

ticular micro-shear band operates only once and develops rapidly to its full extent. The micro—shear bands, once

formed, do not contribute further to the increase in plastic shear strain. Thus, it appears that successive genera-

tions of active micro—shear bands competing with the mechanism of multiple crystallographic slip are respon-

sible for plastic strain in metals. The discussion of experimental observations concerning micro-shear bands

geometry leads to the hypothesis, that it is typical of the clusters of active micro-shear bands that their planes

are rotated relative to the respective planes of maximum shear stress by a certain angle [3 , which is usually of

the order of 5° to 15°. This deviation angle plays an essential role in the phenomenological theory of plastic

deformations accounting for the effects of micro-shear banding and will be considered as a statistically avera-

ged micro-shear bands orientation parameter, transmitting to the macroscopic level the geometry of their spa-

tial pattern. The experimental observations show that the spatial pattern of micro-shear bands does not change

for loading conditions that deviate within limits from the proportional loading path, i.e. the load increments are

confined to a certain cone the angle of which can be determined experimentally.

3 Continuum Mechanics Description of Micro-Shear Banding Effects

The averaging procedure over the representative volume element (RVE) with micro-shear bands was presented

earlier in Peeherski (1997), where the macroscopic measures of the rate of plastic deformation and plastic spin,

necessary to formulate the constitutive description, were derived. The derivation was based on the physical

model relating macroscopic shear strain rate with microstructural features of micro-shear bands, mathematical

idealization of a system of active micro-shear bands as a singular surface of tangential velocity discontinuities,

and the known averaging procedure applied to the new RVE, which is traversed by the discontinuity surface.

For the sake of clarity, some basic results of this study will be presented here.

Consider a certain RVE containing the region of progressive shear banding. According to the physical motiva-

tion discussed above, at this level of observation the clusters of active micro—shear bands can be considered as

elementary carriers of plastic strain. The cluster of micro—shear bands has the active zone of the thickness

Hrns and the width Lms, in which the passage of active micro—shear bands results in the local perturbation,

Ams, of the microscopic displacement field moving with the speed 73 as a distortion wave. Consider a set of

Nms active micro—shear bands of similar orientation and produced within the time period AT , which can be

considered as an infinitesimal increment of "time-like parameter" I in the macroscopic description. Such a

system (cluster) of micro-shear bands produces the microscopic shear strain yms , which is given by the follo—

wing relation

B
Ami with A z ms

Hms

N 1 Nms
“rm, and rm: 2x,- (1)

7ms: ms "E”

where Bms is the total displacement produced by a single micro—shear band and Ems denotes the average di-

stance that Nms micro—shear bands have moved in the active zone. The width of the active zone Lmscan be

determined by the length of the path that micro-shear bands passed with an average speed ems during the time

period AT . Assuming that the distance im and the number of active micro-shear bands NIns can change du—

ring the propagation of the active zone we have from equation (1)

Vs B

‘=—- ‘th Vz—MNEH‘cN 2Yms H WI S L(msms msms)

ms ms

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the "time-like parameter" I. Let us observe that under the

simplifying assumption that the speed of micro-shear bands in the active zone of the cluster remains approxi-

mately the same, the rate im can be identified with the speed ums of the head of a single micro-shear band,

im E ums (cf. Peeherski (1997), where the model of a single micro-shear band is studied). If the number of

active micro-shear bands operating in the active zone of a single cluster can be assumed constant, equation (2)

takes the form which is formally similar to the Orowan relation,
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ms = Bms em with ms : _ms— 3Y pms P LmsHmS ( )

where pms corresponds to the density of micro—shear bands operating within the active zone of the cluster. This

is the number of active micro-shear bands that cut through a unit cross—sectional area.

The foregoing discussion of the physical nature of the micro-shear banding process gives rise the following

hypothesis:

The passage of micro-shear bands within the active zone of the cluster results in the perturbation Amsel” the

microscopic displacement field uIn = xIn — Xm travelling with the speed VS , which produces a discontinuity

of the microscopic velocity field in the RVE it traverses. The progression of clusters of micro—shear bands can

be idealized mathematically by means of a singular surface of order one propagating through the macro-

element (RVE) of the continuum.

The necessary mathematical formalism of the theory of propagating singular surfaces is given e.g. in Kosinski

(1986), where also a comprehensive list of references is provided. According to this study, there exists a jump

discontinuity of derivatives of the function of motion xm, i.e. of the microscopic velocity field [xm] 9t 0 and

the deformation gradient [f] 76 0 , which are assumed smooth in each point of RVE for each instant of "time-

like parameter" t e I c: R , excluding the discontinuity surface

[xml=x:;—x:n¢0 [f]=f*—f‘¢0 (4)

This determines the singular surface of order one, called also the surface of strong discontinuity. According to

Kosinski (1986), the surface of strong discontinuity of the microscopic velocity field fulfills formally the

properties ofa non—material vortex sheet with the jump discontinuity of the first derivatives of xm given by

[vm] = 75s [f] = —%s ® nf for U i 0 (5)

where vm(xm,t) = Xm{x;n1(Xm,t), t}, whereas s and n are, respectively, the unit tangent and the unit normal

vectors to the discontinuity surface S(t) , while U corresponds to the local speed of propagation of 50‘).

According to the analysis in Pecherski (1997), the averaging procedure of the microscopic velocity field

vIn over the macroelement V can be generalized for the macroscopic RVE traversed by the singular surface of

tangential velocity discontinuities with the velocity jump of magnitude 7€ . Then, the macroscopic measure of

velocity gradient J , averaged over the macro—element V traversed by the discontinuity surface S(t) , is ex—

pressed by means of surface data in the following way

.Z — 1 dA — 1 d dV 1 7 ® dA 6
=— jvm®v _ngravm +VJ-Ss n ()

BV—S(t) V

The averaging formula (6) enables us to account for the contribution of micro-shear banding in the macroscopic

measure of the velocity gradient produced at finite elastic-plastic strain. According to equation (6), the velocity

gradient!is decomposed as follows

Vss®ndA (7)j: L + LMS L = éjgradvm dV L

V )

Ms Z {1;S_([

Assuming that the singular surface S(t) forms a plane traversing volume V, with the unit vectors s and n held

constant, equation (7)3 results in LMS = 7M3 s <8) 11, where the macroscopic shear strain rate 7M5 is deter-

mined according to equation (3) by the microscopic variables as
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YMS : Bms ums pMS pMS : _V— pms dA

S(t)

The symbol pMS denotes the macroscopic volume density of micro—shear bands that operate within the se—

quence of clusters sweeping the RVE. The above relations provide the following macroscopic measures of the

rate of plastic deformations and plastic spin produced by active micro-shear bands:

Dias = %(LMS +Livrs) W155 = %(LMS “ Las) (9)

The averaging procedure over the RVE with the singular surface allows to account for the characteristic geome-

tric pattern of micro-shear bands which is transmitted upwards through a multiscale hierarchy of observational

levels.

4 Constitutive Description

The following kinematical relations can be derived, (Pecherski, 1997):

9=ge+9p=ge+DP+D§w W=Wc+ypzye+wp+w§ls (10)

where 9and 97’correspond to the rate of deformation and the material spin, respectively, and the superscripts e

and p refer to elastic and plastic, whereas Dpand WP correspond, respectively, to the rate of plastic deformation

and the plastic spin controlled by crystallographic multiple slip. If the contribution of micro-shear bands is

negligible, we have, according to equation (6), Dfids = Wlsls = 0. Further analysis will be confined to iso—

thermal processes with small elastic strains. Then, the following approximate relations can be obtained:

62¢
t=¢£9e t=t—Wet+r?7’e J=pa€ae

 

(11)

The symbol .1; denotes the fourth-order tensor of elastic moduli, p is the mass density and <1) corresponds to

the free energy function per unit mass.

According to Hill (1967), the macroscopic constitutive equations describing elastic-plastic deformations of

polycrystalline aggregates are either thoroughly or partially incrementally nonlinear. Depending on the contri-

bution of the mechanisms involved in plastic flow, a region of fully active loading, called also a fully active

range, separated from the total unloading (elastic) range by a truly nonlinear zone corresponding to the partial-

ly active range, may exist. The connection of the fully active range and partially active range with the geome-

tric pattern of micro-shear bands is necessary to specify the relation for the rate of plastic deformations for

different loading paths. Due to the fact that multiple sources of plasticity are dealt with, the theory of multime-

Chanisms with multiple plastic potentials can be considered. The concept of multiple potential surfaces forming

a vertex on the smooth limit surface was studied earlier by Mroz (1963) within the framework of non-associated

flow laws. In our case, the existence of the following plastic potentials related to the mechanisms responsible

for plastic flow can be postulated (Pecherski, 1992 and 1998):

(i) the plastic potential go that reproduces at the macroscopic level the crystallograhic multiple slips and is

associated with the limit surface approximated by means of the Huber-Mises locus 9 = g0.

(ii) the non-associated plastic potentials g1 and g; that approximate at the macroscopic level the multiplicity of

plastic potential functions related with the clusters of active micro-shear bands.

The plastic potential functions g1 and g; display the geometry of the micro-shear bands systems considered and

result in two separate planes that form in the space of principal stresses 1k (k = 1, 2, 3) a vertex at the loading

point on the smooth Huber-Mises cylinder 9‘. The planes are defined by normals N,, which can be expressed in

terms of the unit vectors si , n’ (i = 1, 2) defining the "i"th system (cluster) of micro-shear bands
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The normals N ,(i = 1, 2) can be expressed in terms of the unit normal pF and the unit tangent T to the limit

surface 97(1: ’, J?) at the loading point

 

N1 = cos2ß up + sin2ßT N2 : cosZß up — sin2ßT (13)

where p, F = «51% 1’. The tensor T is coaxial with the tangent to the limit surface 9(t’,Ji’)

may?) = ä—(t:t)—JZ/2 = o 13?: gag—jg)? Jz/(O) z lg (14)

in the deviatoric plane at the loading point

_°__
1

— T, 0/ O l — 1 I I 5T=‚/l/1-_— =J/ 1—141qu w1th r: 51:1: (15)
1:

1
while 1/is the "size" of the limit surface (ie. 35/ = 3%, where ß is the radius of the limit surface), Jys

is a material constant representing a saturation value for ‚72’ ‚ and .9? is a material constant controlling the pace

O 0

of saturation. Due to the pressure—insensitive Huber-Mises locus 911', 52’), 1’41; = “cup holds, whereas

JV is a normalization factor

    

—1

JV: t’—(t’:pF)uF
(16)

whichdue to

O o 2 0 o 2’ o o

t’—(t:up)up = t’:r’—[r’:upj r’:uF = 1:’ cosö (17)

        

—1

is given by JV: ( 1: sin 6) . Due to equations (6) to (8), (10h, and (12), the relation for the rate of plastic

    

deformation takes form

2 .

$1) = D17 + Ni

i=1

Assuming that Dp can be expressed by means ofthe classical J2 plasticity theory,

 

f; i J5 in
DP = — = —— ' F 192 YHF Y 2 h ( )

Due to equations (10)1 and (13), the relation for the rate of plastic deformation takes the form

42 . «)2 .

9P = —2 7*1117 + ““2SMST
(20)
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where

7* z 7s + 7M8 ’IYMS = COS 2147325 — éMS = Sin 21365625 + (21)

Observe that only the normal component of the rate of plastic deformations contributes to the change of the

radius of the limit surface 9(1’, J? and that the consistency condition, 3%: 0, yields

= £13122 H with H = Q(J5g_ß/) (22)
7*

The following active micro-shear bands fractions, 55425) , of the rate of plastic shearing y * , are introduced,

(cf. Pecherski 1992b):

ms cos2ß = fl}; 7* 49300815 = flaw (23)

where due to equation (21) and for y * > 0 the following constraints hold:

is

7*
+ A42 + fl}; = 1 £541; + it? e [0, 1] 13%, at? e [0, 1] (24)

Based on the observation that the micro—shear bands can be active only in the case of continued plastic flow, i.e.

when the loading condition is fulfilled, it is assumed that for 7* = 0, 13542 = 13%) = 0. The fractions

135425) display the contribution of the active micro-shear bands formation to plastic flow during the defor-

mation process. According to equations (12) to (20), the rate of plastic deformation takes a form, which is for-

mally similar to the hypoelastic version of J2 deformation theory, studied earlier by Budianski (1959) and Stö-

ren and Rice (1975), (cf. Pecherski, 1998):

:E: 1 0 0

9P = {1315-1117 + EI:T—(TIpF)PF:I

1

VHF st tanzß
6 e (6c, E] — partially active range

1 H 21:’ sin ö (26)

    

1

—— tan2 86 0, öc — full active ran e
Hmöc st ß [ ] y g

The corresponding relation for plastic spin in the case of micro-shear banding reads (Pecherski, 1992 and

1998)

cotö, 6 e (6€, E]

2“CT—IT 3((6) = 27

4TH cosZß ( )

„p _ st x(ö)

cotöc, 6€ [0, 6€]

Observe that accounting for the partially active range facilitates a proper description of the unloading process.

The second term in equation (25) is responsible for the non-coaxiality between the principal directions of stress

and rate of plastic deformations and H1 plays the role of the non-coaxiality modulus. The symbol

fMS = 135g — 135,125) , st e [—1, l] , denotes the net fraction of the active micro—shear bands that contribute to the

total rate of plastic shearing. The fraction st is the controlling parameter of the non-coaxiality modulus
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H1. If fMS = 0, equation (25) transforms into the 12 flow law. According to equations (23) and (24), the

magnitude of fMS can fluctuate within two limits, fMS e [—1, 1] .

5 Identification of the Model

In order to make the model presented applicable, possible simplifications and the identification of the material

parameters should be studied. The experimental results of Anand et al. (1992, 1994), obtained in simple com»

pression test and channel—die test for polycrystalline Copper have been applied to identify the micro-shear

bands fraction fMS . Numerical calculations were made under the simplified assumption that only one system of

active micro—shear bands operates. In such a case, we take st : 13$}; . The channel-die test corresponds to

proportional loading conditions (plane strain compression), under which the second term in equation (25) va—

nishes and the effect of micro-shear banding is hidden in the hardening modulus H, which can be expressed,

according to equation (19), (21), and (22) with use of the plastic hardening modulus 11 available from the sim-

ple compression test:

H = (1—st)h st elo, 1) _ (28)

The comparison of the computational results with experimental measurements are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Stress |o33| against logarithmic strain '833l response for plane strain compression in channel-die test:

the points correspond to the experimental results and curve 2 represents the numerical results of

Anand et al. (1992, 1994), whereas curve 3 displays the results of numerical computations with use

of the model presented, confronted for comparison with the results obtained for J2 flow law - curve 1.

The required consistency of the computational results with the experimental points has been provided by means

of the suitable adjustment of the relation for micro-shear bands fraction fMS versus absolute value of true strain

i833l, which can be approximated by means of the following logistic curve:

fozw 2 0,95 z 7.5 b : 13.6 (29)

fMS 1 + exp(a-b|833|) f0 a

shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The dependence of micro-shear bands fraction st against the logarithmic strain '833l satisfying the

required consistency of the numerical results with experiment.

As we can observe, such a procedure provides numerical identification of the controlling parameter fMS of the

model presented in equations (25) to (27) and opens the possibility of reliable numerical simulation of metal

forming operations and ductile fracture processes.
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